
 

ENGLISH  LANGUAGE – GRADE 02  

2ND TERM 
Lesson 01 : 

  

CAPITALS, FULLSTOPS AND QUESTION 

MARKS. 

 

  Every sentence in English language must begin with a 

capital letter and end with a full stop. 

Eg :- The big book is red. 

  Brown bag is big. 

 If the sentence begins with a question word, we use a 

question mark at the end of the sentence. 

Eg :- What is your name? 

  Where are you going? 

 We always use capitals when we write:- 

I  - uu $ ug 

Name of a person  - mqoa.,fhl=f.a kulaa 

Name of a place  - ia:dkhl kula 

Name of a day  - oskhl kula 

Name of a month  - udihl kula 

Name of a subject  - úIhl kula 

Name of a language - NdIdjl kula 

 

Exercise : 

Re – Write the sentences with capitals and full stops. 
 

1. a hen is a bird 

 

 

2. i am a good child 

 

 

3. panadura is a big town 

4. my teacher is mala 

5. sunday is a holiday 

6. i like english  

7. the cow is an animal 

8. january is a month 

    

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Lesson 02 : 

 

QUESTION WORDS (Wh words) 

  The sentences that start with "Wh " are called question 

sentences. 

 It will always ask us a question, and we must start these 

sentences  with a capital letter and end with a question  

mark.  

01.   What  - jÜ - fudllao@ $ fudkjo@ 

02.   When - fjka - ljoo@ $ l=uk fj,dfjo@ 

03.   Where  - fjhd - fldfyo@ 

04.   Why  - jhs - wehs@ 

05.   Who  - yQ - ljqo@ 

Eg:- What is your name? 

When is your birthday? 

  Where is your teacher? 

  Why are you talking? 

  Who is your father? 

Exercise : 

Re – Write the sentences with capitals and question 

marks. 
 

1. where are you going 

 

 

2. who is your teacher 

 

 

3. what are you eating 

4. when is your birthday 

5. where is your book 

6. what is on your table  

7. who are you 

8. when is your exam 



 

Lesson 03 : 

 

PAIR WORDS 

 

 These are some words we always write as pairs. As   

 we cannot use one without the other. 

 

01.   Cup and Saucer 

02.   Knife and Fork 

03.   Socks and Shoes 

04.   Hands and Feet 

05.   Bat and Ball 

06.   Bread and Butter 

07.   Cats and Dogs 

08.   Salt and Pepper 

09.   Needle and Thread 

10.   Lock and Key 

11.   Fruits and Vegetables 

12.   Tables and Chairs 

13.   Eyes  and  Ears 

14.   Pens and Pencils 

15.   Arms  and  Legs 

 

 
 

Exercise : 

 

Useing a ruler join the correct pair words with coloured 

pencils 
 

1. Bread and     fork  

2. Socks and     thread 

3.  Salt and     butter 

4.  Needle and     shoes 

5. Knife and     legs 

6. Lock and     feet 

7.  Cup and     ears 

8.  Hands and     pepper 

9. Eyes and     key 

10.  Arms and     saucer 

 



 

Lesson 04 : 

RHYMING WORDS 

 Some words that always gives the same sound are called 

Ryming words. 

 By changing only the first letter we can make rhyming 

words as below. 

01.  Bag -  tag   11.  Look - hook 

02.  Tap -  cap   12.  Kite - bite 

03.  Men  -  hen   13.  Light  -  night 

04.  Pet  -  bet   14.  Dark -  park 

05.  Bin  - fin   15.  Coat - boat 

06.  Fit  -  bit 

07.  Pot  -  hot 

08. Rod  -  pod 

09.  Mug  -  rug 

10.  Fun  -  bun 

 

 

Exercise : 

Circle the correct rhyming word to the given 

word with coloured pencils. 

 

1.  Pod  = log / rod / dog 

2.  Hug  = mug / gum / beg 

3.  Pin  = sun / nut / tin 

4.  Leg  = pig / beg / log 

5.  Hot  = not / top / hop 

6.  Kite  = mike / bite / like 

7.  Book  = boat / coat / hook 

8.  Park  = bark / bike / light 

9.  Tap  = pat / mat / lap 

10.   Fit  = bit / big / dig 

11.   Hen  = net / leg / pen 

 



Activity 

Re- write the sentences with capitals 

and full stops 
1. father is in the garden 

------------------------------------------------------ 

2. i like tamil letters 

------------------------------------------------------ 

3. my brother is peter 

------------------------------------------------------ 

4. i am a good child 

------------------------------------------------------ 

5. mala is my friend  

------------------------------------------------------ 

6. she is my english teacher 

------------------------------------------------------ 
 

7. i  live in panadura 

------------------------------------------------------ 

8. my english teacher is ruvini 

------------------------------------------------------ 

9. no school in the month of december  

------------------------------------------------------ 

10.  baby is eating an apple 

------------------------------------------------------ 

11.  today is monday  

------------------------------------------------------ 

12.  i have two brothers  

------------------------------------------------------ 



Activity 
 

Underline the correct question word from the bracket 

(what-fudkjo@ /where-fldfyo@ /when-ljoo@ / 

why-wehs@ / who-ljqo@) 

1.  (Where / Why / Who ) are you running ? 

2. ( Why / When / Where) are your shoes ? 

3. ( Who / Why / What ) is the time ?  

4. ( When / Why / Who ) is your mother ? 

5. ( Where / What / Why ) is on the table ? 

6. ( Where / Who / Why ) is in your class room ? 

7. ( What / Where / When ) is my bag ? 

8. ( Who / Why  / When ) are you crying ? 

9. ( Where /  When /  Who ) is going with you ? 

10. ( Why / What / When ) is your name ? 

Fill in the blanks with  Wh words 
(what-fudkjo@ /where-fldfyo@ /when-ljoo@ / 

why-wehs@ / who-ljqo@) 

 

1.  _______________ is your school ? 

2. _______________  are you crying ? 

3. _______________ are you eating ? 

4. _______________ is your class teacher ? 

5. _______________ is your birthday ? 

6. _______________ is your mother ? 

7. _______________ is the name of this book ? 

8. _______________ are you going ? 

9. _______________ is the time ? 

10. _______________ is your name ? 

 



Activity 
 

Write the correct pair word to the given one 

1.   Fruits and ____________________  

2. Salt and   ____________________ 

3. Hands and  ____________________ 

4. Cup and  ____________________ 

5. Bat and ____________________ 

6. Cats and ____________________ 

7. Tables and ____________________ 

8.  Pens and ____________________ 

9. Eyes and  ____________________ 

10. Arms and ____________________ 

 

Circle the correct pair word with coloured pencils 

1.  Bat   and  ( pen / ball / cat) 

2.  Salt  and  ( sugar / milk / pepper ) 

3.  Fruits   and   (vegetables / flowers / trees) 

4.  Hands   and   (head / feet / knees) 

5.  Needle   and    (pin / knife / thread) 

6.  Cup    and    (saucer / plate / spoon) 

7.  Pens   and    (pins / erases / pencils) 

8.  Bread   and   (jam / butter / sugar ) 

9.  Tables and   ( books / fans / charis) 

10.     Eyes  and  (mouth / teeth / ears)            
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Activity 
 

Write a matching Rhyming word to the given word 

 

1. Log - ____________________ 

2. Bite - ____________________ 

3. Bag - ____________________ 

4. Coat - ____________________ 

5. Mug - ____________________ 

6. Pig - ____________________ 

7. Park - ____________________ 

8.  Men - ____________________ 

9.  Fit - ____________________ 

10.   Hook - ____________________ 

Colour the picture according to the coloures given to the numbers 


